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Abstract. This paper challenges traditional views which oppose health economics and medi-
cal ethics by arguing that economic assessment is a necessary complement to medical ethics
and can help to improve public participation and democratic processes in choices about
resource allocation for health care technologies. In support of this argument, four points are
emphasized: (1) Most current biomedical ethical debates implicitly deal with economic issues
of resource allocation. (2) Clinical decisions, which usually respect the Hippocratic code
of ethics, are nevertheless influenced by economic incentives and constraints. (3) Economic
assessment is concerned with both efficiency and equity and potential trade-offs between the
two, which means that ethical judgements are always embedded in welfare economics. (4) The
real debate is not between economics on the one side and medical ethics on the other. Rather it
is between different ethical conceptions of social justice and the contrasting approaches they
entail to reconciling individual interests and preferences with collective goods and welfare.
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When I started my career as an economist, I used to work in the field of
energy and environmental economics mainly with engineers. Our studies
were sometimes controversial but we were never accused of being unethical.
When I moved to health economics, I quickly discovered that economic
assessment of medical technologies was often viewed as being both ille-
gitimate and opposed to medical humanist ethics. Moreover, applications to
the medical field of cost-benefit analysis, which is supposed to be a tool for
identifying optimal investments in the public sector from the point of view of
society, are often viewed as being open to bias and manipulation by various
interest groups (Udvarheliyi et al., 1991). In this contribution, I want to argue
that these views are based on mistaken beliefs about, and misconceptions
of, economic assessment, which are unfortunately widely shared by health
professionals. I will even argue that economic assessment is a necessary
complement to medical ethics and can help to improve public participation
and democratic processes in choices about resource allocation for the health
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care system. In support of this argument, the article will emphasize four
points which may,a priori, appear provocative to some:
1. Most current biomedical ethical debate implicitly deals with economic

issues of resource allocation.
2. Clinical decisions, which usually respect the Hippocratic code of ethics,

are nevertheless influenced by economic incentives and constraints.
3. Economic assessment is concerned with both efficiency and equity

and potential trade-offs between the two, which means that ethical
judgements are always embedded in welfare economics.

4. The real debate is not between economics on the one side and medical
ethics on the other. Rather it is between different ethical conceptions of
social justice and the contrasting approaches they entail to reconciling
individual interests and preferences with collective goods and welfare.

The Economic Foundations of Medical Ethics

As early as 1963 Kenneth Arrow wrote that in the health care system

«the usual reasons why the market acts as a check to ensure quality
operate with very weak force. It is for this reason that ethical indoc-
trination of doctors is of such crucial importance. The control exercised
ordinarily by informed buyers is replaced by internalised values.»

What Arrow (1963) highlighted in this founding article of the applied discip-
line of health economics was the fact, often ignored by health professionals,
that the basic reason why a universal code of ethics plays such an important
role in the practice of modern medicine is economic.

Consumer sovereignty is an absolute prerequisite if the market is to be
an appropriate mechanism for organizing the supply and delivery of goods
and services through two-way transactions between buyers and sellers. The
health care sector differs from most of the other sectors of the economy in
that consumers are faced with major uncertainties because of their ignorance
of their own health states and of the availability of treatments as well as their
likely effectiveness. Therefore, health care consumers have to transfer at least
part of their sovereignty to an ‘expert’ (usually a physician) to assist them in
determining their appropriate demands. Such ‘agency relationship’ between
the supplier (the doctor) and the consumer (patient), if left to the market, obvi-
ously creates a monopoly potential for the supplier and a risk that the supplier
may manipulate demand in his own interest (for example maximizing his
income or any other goal) rather than acting in the patient/consumer’s best
interest (Evans, 1974). To avoid this happening the set of exchange rela-
tionships which are normally embodied in the market tend to be replaced,
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in health care, by various non-market relationships. Ethical codes and the
medical professional organizations which enforce them are a means to guar-
antee trust between patients and physicians, in the necessary absence of
market mechanisms.

Thus economic factors, like the predominance of non market relationships
in health care systems basically financed through public funding, as is the
case in European countries like France or the U.K., explain the specific role
of medical ethics; but in addition most issues at stake in biomedical ethical
debates can be seen as economic issues.

Mary Warnock (1994) once explained that the major moral problems with
current innovations in medicine may be summed up in a single question:
‘ought we to do everything we can do? – the ‘we’ here referring not just
to the medical profession but to the whole society within which medicine is
practised’. It is, however, useful to distinguish between two broad kinds of
cases where it is morally debatable whether we should do everything that
is technically feasible (Warnock, 1998). The first kind of case, which raises
‘pure’ ethical problems, occurs when technical opportunities seem morally
outrageous to values shared by some fractions (or even the majority) of the
population (for example current debates about the use of human embryos
for research). This first kind of ethical problems may interact with prac-
tical economic problems. In a recent book, U.S. economist J. Rifkin (1998)
compares the possibility of biotechnology firms gaining private property
rights over human cells and genes with the ‘enclosures’ of the Industrial
Revolution in England, the historical events where by private appropriation of
commonly owned land created the basic conditions for capitalist development
by leading thousands of peasants to leave rural areas in order to sell their
labour to the new industries in cities (Polaniyi, 1957).

In the second and more frequent kind of case which generates bioethical
debate, the question ‘ought doctors and/or society to do everything that is
technically possible?’ turns on the use and distribution of scarce resources,
i.e. a basic problem of welfare economics (Culyer, 1989). Many current
bioethical debates (from genetic screening to care for the terminally ill)
implicitly deal with criteria for establishing limits, or thresholds, in resource
allocation, i.e. for drawing the line between what society should or should
not promote among the myriad of technically available medical alternatives.
Heterogeneity of medical practice in the face of similar clinical conditions
both between countries (Macbeth, 1996) and within countries (Wennberg and
Gittelshon, 1982) empirically testifies to how professional as well as societal
consensus about such criteria is hard to achieve.

The issue of limits to resource allocation for biomedical innovations is
complicated by the fact that most recent technical progress in medicine
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Figure 1. Example of diminishing returns (cost per case of hepatitis C detected according to
different screening strategies in French general population).

follows the law of diminishing returns. The more you extend a medical
innovation, the more the marginal cost per unit of outcome (for example,
the cost per additional lifeyear saved) tends to increase. Figure 1 illus-
trates the problem of diminishing returns in the case of a simulation study
we performed for the French consensus conference on chronic hepatitis C
screening (Rotily et al., 1997): the cost per true positive case potentially
detected in the general population increases quickly when you switch from
simple diagnosis Elisa tests to more sophisticated ones like PCR (polymerase
chain reaction) which allow you to detect additional cases because they
minimize the false negative and false positive rates. Similarly, for the major
innovation of the last twenty years in breast cancer treatment, the incre-
mental cost per QALY (quality-adjusted-lifeyear) gained through adjuvant
hormono and polychemotherapy, in comparison to the previous standard
treatment (surgery/radiotherapy alone), remains modest (around U.S $5000)
for the subgroup of patients in which the added effectiveness of treatment
is maximum (premenopausal women with axillary lymph nodes and positive
estrogen receptors); but marginal costs per QALY are quickly multiplied (by a
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factor of 3 to 15) when clinical indications of adjuvant treatment are extended
to other clinical conditions (Hillner, Smith and Desch, 1993).

The Economic Influences on Medical Practice

In spite of the fact that medical ethics and organization of hospital services
have been ‘set up to protect the doctor from behaving as economic man’
(Harris, 1977), it is a well-established fact that clinical practices are directly
affected by economic incentives and often quickly react to changing condi-
tions in their economic and institutional environment: for example, many
studies have illustrated the effects of reimbursement schemes by health care
funding bodies on the adoption and use of new technologies by the medical
profession (Neumann and Weinstein, 1991).

In a study carried out in a French region by the Social Security Sick-
ness Fund among an exhaustive sample of women with a primary diagnosis
of breast cancer during the first semester of 1994 (n = 1078), adjuvant
chemotherapy was prescribed in 30.0% of cases (n = 323); but no signi-
ficant difference in access to chemotherapy was found on the basis of either
patients’ socio-economic status or prescibing medical specialists’ character-
istics. In the context of French public health care insurance, where the costs of
cancer care are 100% covered, decisions to include chemotherapy in primary
treatment of breast cancer were only based on clinical criteria (such as age,
menopausal status, estrogen receptor status, number of axillary lymph nodes
>6, tumor size and Scarff, Bloom and Richarson - SBR – grade). No signi-
ficant difference was found among cancer specialists in the application of
these criteria, suggesting that French cancer specialists tend to have a similar
training and have reached a professional consensus in this field.

French cancer specialists, however, work in two different institu-
tional settings where economic regulations are not identical. In public
hospitals, medical departments are currently financed througha priori global
budgeting: the more they spend on cancer drugs, the less annual resources
remain available. This financing mechanism is clearly an incentive to mini-
mize costs while, of course, maintaining a certain standard of quality of care.
On the other hand, private hospitals are still reimbursed on an individual
(drug-by-drug) prescription basis; they even get from public insurance funds
an extra percentage off the price of the drug they paid to the pharmaceutical
company. In this alternative financing mechanism, it is clearly in the private
hospital’s interest to spend more for drugs to the extent that its own budget
will increase in parallel to increased expenditure. Not surprisingly, in spite of
the rather homogeneous medical culture among cancer specialists, once we
adjusted for differences in breast cancer patients with adjuvant chemotherapy
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clinical characteristics, physicians in private settings were 3.5 times (IC 95%
ORs = 2.9/4.1) more likely to prescribe more expensive (but also less toxic
for patients’quality of life) anthracycline drugs like Novantrone than their
colleagues from the public sector (Tonnaire et al., 1997). Thousands of other
examples could be found in the literature suggesting that a different set of
economic incentives tends to produce variance in implicit trade-offs made by
clinicians, confronted with similar medical conditions, between costs, quality
of life during and after treatment, and therapeutic effectiveness.

Last but not least, even if physicians did not at all ‘influence’ patients’
demand for care according to the economic context of their practice, they
would in any case have difficulty in being ‘perfect agents’, i.e. to make exactly
the same decision that the patient would have made if he/she had the same
level of medical information as his/her physician. To succeed in maximizing
a patient’s utility, the ‘perfect agent’ would need to know quite precisely
what the patient’s preferences are (i.e. the weights the patient attaches to
the different factors associated with a treatment decision) (Redelmeier and
Tversky, 1990), a quite impossible and at least highly time-consuming task.

In a recent study, we compared 17 self-reported physical symptoms
experienced by a sample of breast cancer outpatients during NCF (mitox-
antrone + cyclophosphamide + 5-fluorouracil), a moderately toxic adjuvant
chemotherapy, to physicians’ evaluations of the same symptoms (through
a standardized sheet about toxicity of treatment included in the medical
records of patients) (Macquart-Moulin et al., 1997). Comparison revealed a
systematic underestimation by clinicians of somatic symptoms experienced
by patients during the 180 cycles of NCF chemotherapy which were analyzed:
concordance between physicians’ estimations and patients’ self-assessments
was moderately correct (Cohen’s Kappa coefficient>0.6) only for vomiting
but was inadequate for all other symptoms (including hair loss and nausea).
In another study we gave nonmenopausal breast cancer patients attending a
Regional Cancer Hospital the opportunity to choose between two clinically
equivalent courses of adjuvant treatment: a shorter (9-week long) concomitant
administration of chemotherapy and radiotherapy versus a longer (16-week)
but potentially less tiring sequential administration of chemotherapy followed
by radiotherapy. Although all oncologists participating in the studya priori
declared that they would prefer the shorter treatment (even in the case of
prescribing it for themselves or their wives), 36.0% of patients ultimately
preferred the longer course of treatment, this proportion being significantly
higher (52.0%) among women with a lower level of education (i.e. those for
whom cultural differences with their physicians were likely to be the greatest)
(Protiere, 1997).
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Figure 2. Evolution of autologous stem cells transplantations in Europe (1992–1994).

Discordance between patients’ and physicians’ perceptions and prefer-
ences is of course very likely to be greater for more complex issues, such
as trade-offs between length and quality of life involved in many therapeutic
decisions.

Ethical Issues in Health Technology Economic Assessment

Welfare public economics (Kaldor, 1939) is an applied branch of economics
which attempts to judge the optimality of resource allocation from the point
of view of society according to two different criteria. The first criterion
is efficiency: ‘do the resources used produce the maximum net outcome
in terms of welfare for the individuals in society, or are there alternative
uses of these same resources that would have produced more welfare?’ The
second criterion is equity (Tobin,1970): ‘is the distribution of welfare changes
following the project between individuals and groups judged acceptable (or
not) from the point of view of social justice?’ Of course, an identical inter-
individual distribution of welfare (of wealth, of health, etc.) may be judged
differently according to the different ethical theories of social justice.

Although this is not always acknowledged by economists themselves,
ethical issues are therefore embedded in economic assessment, especially
in the frequent situations where criteria (efficiency and equity) come into
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Table 1. Economic comparison of autologous PBPC and BM transplantation

Adults Children

BSC BM BSC BM

Room cost 10,682 12,170 11,663 17,325

Transfusions 2,942 5,766 2,793 4,784

Including RBC 639 977 310 877

Platelets 2,303 4,789 2,484 3,907

Anti-infectious 1,759 2,022 2,313 2,508

Including ATB 1,579 1,690 1,783 2,163

Other Anti-infectious 180 332 530 345

Conditionning regimen 876 782 478 489

Laboratory tests 1,380 1,695 1,415 2,185

Post-transplant G-CSF 1,763 2,610 1,613 2,410

Harvest 4,189 3,384 3,263 3,384

Including Cells cryopreservation 442 541 463 541

G-CSF stimulation 2,025 1,053

Total cost 23,591 28,429 23,538 33,086

All costs are mean costs, in $1995.

conflict. Such conflict will not arise, however, in the cases where economic
assessment of a health care technology is only dealing with technical effi-
ciency, i.e. is only aimed at establishing that costs to reach a predetermined
goal have been minimized and that consequently society can be sure that no
waste of resources has occurred. For example, in the field of support cancer
therapy, during the past five years, autologous bone marrow transplantation
(BMT) has been very rapidly replaced by peripheral blood stem cells (PBPC)
which subtitutes cytapheresis for bone marrow harvest. This substitution
occured in Europe before any clear scientific evidence in favour of PBPC had
been published (Figure 2). Through a randomized clinical trial, it has since
been shown that the new technology (PBPC) does indeed minimize costs,
both direct monetary medical costs and non-monetary patient costs such as
the anxiety and pain associated with the collection procedures, while reaching
the same (or even better) haematologic goals of treatment than BMT (Table 1)
(Hartmann et al., 1997; Auquier et al., 1995).

In many real-life choices, economic assessment cannot, unfortunately,
be restricted to technical efficiency but must also deal with allocative
efficiency, setting limits to public resource allocation. As was previously
shown in the cases of hepatitis C screening and breast cancer adjuvant
hormono/chemotherapies (and as may be shown with PBPC for cancer treat-
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ment when it is possible to compare its long term impact on patients’
survival with current standard treatments), the most cost-effective strategy
is not totally dominant, i.e. it is not the one which maximizes total health
benefit; alternative strategies may produce more additional benefit although
their cost/effectiveness ratio deteriorates. In such situations, the question
necessarily becomes how much is society willing to pay at the margin for
getting additional health benefit; and efficiency and equity issues tend to be
intertwined because collective and individual interests can differ.

A short parabole, suggested to me by Michaël Cimino’s film on the
Vietnam war (The Deer Hunter), may help to clarify the potential conflicts
between individual and collective points of view in resource allocation for
health care technologies. Let’s imagine that I can force the readers of this
article to play ‘Russian roulette’ with a 6-bullet guna priori loaded with six
bullets. If the reader is a rational individual (and I have no doubt that the
majority of readers do not want to commit suicide), they will be willing to
pay all their available income to play with five rather than six bullets and
to buy some probability of survival (the gun is supposed to work perfectly
with no chance that it may jam); indeed, a rational individual will try to
mobilize additional resources (from family, friends or the whole community)
to buy increased chances and play with fewer bullets. What this means is
that, confronted by certain death, any rational individual’s willingness-to-pay,
even for a limited increase in his probability of survival, will tend towards
infinity (Jones-Lee, 1982). Now, let’s imagine that the first readers who were
obliged to play the game have been able to mobilize huge resources (through
a publicly funded Social Security system, for example), and have escaped
safely from Russian roulette. What will happen to the later players if there
are no collective resources left for buying a reduced risk in playing the game?
Collective willingness-to-pay for each individual case hasde facto to set
limits if society wants to pursue maximization of the total benefit for its
members rather than maximization of patient utility at the more individual
level.

Medical Ethics and Welfare Economics: From Conflict to Cooperation?

Utilitarian ethics is often mistakenly viewed as the only ethics compatible
with public economic calculus, and it is indeed mainly preoccupied by effi-
ciency (maximizing total aggregate benefit under budget constraints) without
paying much attention to who are the gainers and the losers and how the
distribution of welfare changes affects members of society (Sen, 1974).
Approaches such as the proposal to use QALY league tables (i.e. the hier-
archy of marginal costs per additional quality-adjusted lifeyear gained) for
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allocating resources between various health care technologies for different
medical conditions, as in the so-called Oregon experiment (Fleck, 1994), are
basically utilitarian. In order to guarantee the maximization of total public
health benefit with a fixed budget, the only possibility is to try to allocate
resources in such a way that the marginal cost per QALY (or any other unit of
outcome society chooses) tends to be equal in all circumstances. The French
expert committee for public health (Haut Comite de la Sante Publique, 1998)
recently took a similar stance when it recommended to the Minister of Health
that resources should be allocated across regions and programs in order to
maximize net gains from reductions of premature deaths (below age 60) in
the population.

Like many other ethical theories, utilitarian approaches are able to take
horizontal equity into account, which seems to be widely accepted as a desir-
able goal for health care systems in democratic societies. Horizontal equity
refers to the Aristotelian principle of distributive justice by which ‘similar
cases should be treated similarly’. In the context of health care, horizontal
equity means that considerations of age, sex, race or other social judgements
should not interfere with access to care, and directly translates into equity
of access, i.e. that two individuals with the same demand for treatment to
solve a similar medical problem should face the same (monetary and non-
monetary) costs to themselves of using the health care system. According to
this conception, differential rates of utilization for the same medical condi-
tion are deemed acceptable only if they refer to different individual demands
(Mooney et al., 1991). In extreme situations, such as organ transplantations
where there exists a shortage of human organs available for transplantation to
fulfil medical needs in most countries, random choice (or waiting lists) are the
only way to guarantee horizontal equity. In countries where public insurance
coverage of health care was introduced after World War II, the aim of public
funding is to disconnect health insurance premiums from individual risks in
order to guarantee horizontal equity of access to care for the most sick and
handicapped (Van Doorslaer et al., 1993).

Utilitarian approaches, however, tend to ignore issues of vertical equity
that are at the heart of egalitarian theories of social justice (Rawls, 1971):
should we do more, and to what extent should we do more (i.e. allocate
more resources) in favour of the most deprived in order to reduce the gaps
(in health status, in welfare, etc.) between them and the rest of society? In
the French official regulation of organ transplantation (as shown in Figure 3
for liver transplants), top priority is given in the waiting list to patients
in the worst clinical condition and with the poorest prognosis (hyperemer-
gency) although physicians (and society) acknowledge that effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of liver transplantation will be worse with these patients
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Figure 3. Survival after liver grafting according to recipient’s status (France, 1995).

than with the other individuals on the list. General combination of Hippo-
cratic medical ethics (and the associated physician’s autonomy in decision
making) with public coverage of health care expendituresde factotends to
give priority to an egalitarian goal of vertical equity in favor of the sickest
individuals, even at the expense of efficiency. But we all know, in the current
macroeconomic context in which all govenrments try to control the escala-
tion of publicly funded health care expenditure, that efficiency issues can
no longer be ignored and that necessary trade-offs between efficiency and
vertical equity have to be more explicitly debated in the public arena.

In the 1950s, one of the early promoters of cost-benefit analysis was
confronted with the common criticism that public economic calculus is biased
because it unavoidably introduces societal and ethical value judgments into
the analysis (Little, 1957). He responded that the reverse was true: it is a
strength rather than a weakness of welfare economics that it enables us to
measure the impact of alternative value judgements on the final results of an
analysis, and to clarify the trade-offs between efficiency and various concep-
tions of equity ‘to the extent that ethical judements are made explicit by the
analyst’. Such a plea for ethical clarity concerns not only economists who try
to assess health care technologies but also health professionals, managers and
politicians who, in one way or another, make decisions affecting the diffusion
of these technologies.

I would want to strongly argue that economic assessment, starting as early
as possible in the lifecycle of a biomedical innovation, is one of the most
powerful tools available for forcing all concerned decision makers to more
explicit ethical clarification in resource allocation.
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